• **Summative Assessment**
  Addition of space for ODE code to provide demographics
  Comment box for cooperating teacher and supervisor with statement that comments are for “unsatisfactory performance” rating(s)
  Supervisors and CT’s could use these comments to provide the context for the student teaching experience that may have contributed to “unsatisfactory performance” ratings
  Program would be set so that the assessment cannot be submitted unless comments are added if any “unsatisfactory performance” ratings are entered

• **Background Criminal Check**
  JoAnn Arhar, Charity Snyder, and Sandy Rich will meet with legal representative from KSU and representative from ODE in January to discuss this issue.

• **Field Experiences**
  NCATE requires collaboration, diversity, and that these experiences will be designed, implemented, and evaluated so that teacher candidates demonstrate the knowledge, skills and dispositions necessary to help all students learn.

  As a committee, what do we want to see in “early field” experiences?